Holiday Utensil Holder

INSTRUCTIONS: Print the page of choice onto your paper of choice. You can use regular paper but cardstock works best. The black and white image can be used on colored paper or Kraft brown paper.

IMPORTANT: For the 3 images that go to the edge of the paper (examples below) you must choose “borderless printing” in your print settings. Otherwise there will be a white gap around the edge. The image to the right shows an example on my printer settings. Yours may look different.

TREE TEMPLATE

This tree outline can be used to create a tree background on any pouch of your choice. Just pay it in place as shown.

Print your pouches of choice. Fold and glue together.

Print this page, cut out the tree outline then align it on the top back of the pouch and lightly trace around it then cut around the shape. See post photos for specifics.

Assemble pouch, lay tree template over upper back, trace & cut around edges.

crafteryourhappiness.com
I wish you a merry Christmas.